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INTRODUCTION 

IT is a common experience in the sea in low latitudes that insolation warms 
the upper layers, and that below a depth of about 100 meters there is usually 
a rapid fall in temperature. This lower layer of water with rapidly increasing 
density is known as the thermocline or discontinuity layer. The presence 
Of otherwise of aJhermocline has far reaching effects on the organic produc· 
tion and the distribution of planktonic organisms. 

The earliest acco un t of the temperatures at different levels of the Indian 
Ocean was given by Carpenter (i 887) in which he gives the results of his 
observations in the Bay of Bengal. Schott (1902), Krummel (1911), Matthews 
(1926) and S~well (1932) have added to our understanding of the temperature 
gradients in the waters surrounding India. Sti ll our present day knowledge 
on this subject is meagre. 

Many devices have been invented for obta ining the temperature as a 
continuous function of depth but the bathythermograph designed by Spilhaus 
(1938) and later · considerably modified by him, has overcome many of the 
difficulties that rendered previous designs ineffective. With tbe bathy
thermograph (Thermarine Recorder Model FA-l 9001 I) available at the 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Station it was decided t6 make observa
tions on the tempemture gradients whenever possible. Although the aim 
is to obta:n a complete picture of the kaleidoscopic changes in the hydro
logical conditions throughout the year, owing to many difficulties it will 
only be possible at this stage to make intermittent observations and try to 
complete the picture in course of time . 

• Published with the permission of the Chief Research Officer. Central Marine Fisheries 
Research Station, Mandapam Camp, South India. 
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The following observations were made during a crui se from Trincomali 
to Madras, Calcutta, back to Madras and then to Mandapam. During the 
cruise observations on temperature gradients were made at 22 stations and 
water samples were co llected at these stations as well as from another five 
stations (Fig. I). The pH of these samples was determined on board the 
ship lIsing Bromthymcl bkc as the ind icator but the determination of salinity 
had to wait until the samples were brought back to the laboratory. The 
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FIG. I. Shows the stations at which observations were made. Numbers underlined 
indicate stations where bathythermograph readings were Dot taken. 
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s"llinity was e,timlted by t'Ie standlrd chlorinity titration method. Informa
tion such as the exact position, atmospheric temperature, barometric pressurc, 
colour of water, naturc of sea, depth and nature of bottom, direction and 
force of wind at the tim ~ of observation was a!sc recorded in log sheets. At 
stations covered during day time, the penetration of sun light was measured 
with the aid of a Secchi disc. 

It may be mentioned here that the observations presented below are 
not to be regarded in any sense as a complete survey, but represent the first 
step in collecting adequate data for an understanding of the hydrological 
conditions of the water masses su rrounding our peninsula. 

In embarking on investigations of this kine' it is necessary to caJ1 upon 
many persons for assistance and it gives me great pleasure to achowledge 
the help received. This investigation, carried out on board I.N.S. Ve//1I, 
was made possible by the willing co-cperati on of the Navy and the Central 
Marine Fisheries Research Station. First and foremost amongst these, 
I wish to mention Rear-Admiral G. Barnard , Rear-Admiral Commanding 
the Indian Naval Squadron and Capta in Chatterji to whom I tender my 
gratitude and appreciation. To the Naval Per, onnel who helped me in 
managing the bathythermograph and the Secchi disc I offer my sincere thanks. 

DISTRIBUTION OF TEMPERATURE IN TtJE UPPER 200 FEET OF WATER 

Carpenter (1887) showed tilat from the surface to a depth of nearly 
20 fathoms the temperatme shows on ly little change but below this lies a 
zone extending downwards for more than the next hundred fathoms in wrich 
the temperature falls rapidlY. ' Schott (1902) concluded from the data he 
had at his disposal that in the Indian Ocean the discontinuity layer lies at 
a depth below the surface which is intermediate between that found in the 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, i.e .. between 90 and 140 meters. He attributes 
the presence of this zone 'partly to the alternating effects of the seasons and . 
partly also to the effect of lateral movements of the upper stratum which 
cause a thinning of the surface cu rrents resulting in the deep lying colder and 
more saline water approaching the surface. Thl'S during hot weather the 
surface water becomes condcn~.cd ar:d has a rai sed ten1perature but during 
the cold season this water cools and sinks down to a depth of 91 to 137 
meters. Kriimmel (1911), however, points out that true discontinuity layers 
in the other seas occur at a level that is only a few meters, 15 to 20 meters. 
below the surface which is caused by the heating I'P of the uppermost levels 

~ in summer and refuses to believe that this sudden change in temperature 
. at depths as great as 100 meters can in any way be due to the heating up and 
evaporation of the su rface water. He is of opinion that a sharply defi ned 
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thermocline is caused either due to the ascending movements of deep strata 
that carry cold water towards the upper levels, which have been warmed by 
the sun, or to horizontal movement of large masses of water due to the surface 
currents, the warm upper layer thus becoming sharply separated from the 
deeper colder water. Sewell (J 932) suggests that in the Bay of Bengal the' 
discontinuity layer may be produced in yet another manner, at least at certain 
seasons of the year, by the dilution of the surface water by rain or river water 
and thu s by virtue of its reduced salinity ano specific gravity it floats on the 
top of more saline water preventing usual convection currents setting up and 
restricting warming up by insolation tv the upper stratum resulting in the 
formation of a discontinuity zone where two layers of unequal · salinity meet. 
According to him the average temperature of the surface water, as calcu
lated from all observations is 28·31 ° C. and, as a rule, there is only very 
little change in the upper 25 fathoms at which depth the average temperature 
is 26 '75° C. 

Sewell , op. cit. , has constructed a graph showing the upper and lower 
limits of the discontinuity zone throughout the year for the 'Bay of Bengal 
and the Andaman Sea. He also points out, however, that no data were 
available for the months of either August or September. The upper level, 
according to' Sewell , for August is 40 to 50 fathoms and the lower limits for 
the same month being from 78 to 90 fathoms. But the observations recorded 
here for the month of August (August 9 to 29) show the existence of definite 
thermoclines at several places in the Bay of Bengal at comparatively low levels. 

Schott (1902) has suggested that the ihennocline should be defined as 
one in which the temperature changes by not less than 2° C. (3·6° F.) in 25 
meters vertically. According to this definttion it will be noticed that there 
are well marked thermoclines developed withjn the upper 200 feet at several 
places during August (stations 8 to Il, 17 to 20, 25 and 26). The depths at 
which thermoclines develop vary fro m place to place and also from time to 
time. It is seen from Figs. 3 and 4 that at the stations 8 to 11 thermoclInes 
developed approximately at 65 , 65, 70 and 75 feet respectively, whereas at 
stations 17 to 20, 25 and 26 the thermocline was at 130, 90, 35, 60, 120 and 
110 feet respectively (Figs. 8, 9, II and 12). It may be added here that at 
stations 12 to 16 (Fig. I) one would not normal!y expect definite thermoclines 
in the upper 200 feet of water as there is likely to be considerable mixing up 
of water in the upper layers owing to the influx of large quantities of water 
brought down by the Ganges and Mahanadi (Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8) . In this 
connection it may be pointed out that the depths at which thermoclines deve
loped at stations 8 to 11 gradually increase from 65 to 75 feet which may 
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FIGS. 2-7. Show the distribution of temperature in different depths at tcn stations. 
Number against each line represents station number. 

indicate the spreading of a tongue of less saline and lighter water which, as 
is to be expected, thins out gradually. It is likely that thermoclines are deve
loped at the stations mentioned above at the places where the two strata of 
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FIGS. 8-1 2. Distribution of temperature at different depths at twelve stat ions in the 
Bay of Bengal. Number against each line denotes station number. 

water of different salinity meet, as suggested by Sewell, and it is probabk 
that thermoclines might have existed at deeper layers a!i we approach the 
mouths of the rivers . Again the thermocline at station 17 was at 130 feet , 
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the location of the station being near the mouth of Mahanadi, whereas as 
we move away from the river mouth it will be observed that the thermocline 
develops closer to the surface-90 and 35 feet at stations 18 and 19 res·· 
pectively. Station 20 shows a thermocline at 60 feet while at the next four 
stations there are no thermoclines developed within the upper 200 feet 
(Figs. 9, 10 and 1I). Thermoclines are developed at 120 and 110 feet 
at stations 25 and 26 respectively . The same explanation holds good for 
all these stations, i.e., those located just opposite river mouths (21 to 24) 
do not show thermoclines within the 200 feet and at those places where the 
influence of river watcr is only slightly felt the thermoclines develop compara
tively near the surface. Jt is of iJlterest to note here that at stations 8, 10, 
18 and 19 the difference in the t(mperatures between the surface and at 200 
feet is about the same as the maximum difference observed in the fluctuation 
cf the surface temperature in any month. According to Sewell (1929) the 
extreme range of su rface temperature, i.e., between the highest and the 
lowest recorded temperatures, in each month rises from 3 '2° C. in April 
to 6·45° C. in D~cember. The range in su rface temperature recorded during 
this cruise is 4 · 02° C. (ca" 7 · 23° F.). Stations 8 to II and 18 to 20 show 
this or greater difference in temperature between the surface and at 200 feet 
(Figs. 3, 4, 8 and 9). This may mean that the changes in the surface tempe
rature may be brought about by the mere upwelling of the subs Irface water 
but whether this phenomenon actually happens and also whether this is one 
of the contributing factors it is difficult to say at present. 

LIGHT PENETRA nON 

Another factor which is most important for organic production is radia· 
tion. It not only directly controls the phytoplankton production but is 
important indirectly through its effect on temperature. The light that is 
effective for phytoplan kton growth depends, of course, on the transparency 
of the water. The light falli ng on the sea is continuously changing with time 
and thus the depth of photosynthetic zone varies throughout the day with 
the i"tensity of illumination . The transparency of the water plays a leading 
part in controlling the depth of the photosynthetic zone and similarly the 
relative position of the thermocline and the euphotic zone is also of consi
derable importance in organic production. 

Factors such as the presence of debris and plant cells in !arge quantities 
increase the turbidity. In certain cases plant cells themselves may become 
abundant to cause a significant decrease in transparency. The extent to 

hich plant cells may cut off light is shown by Clarke (1946) in which he 
has given the relation between the Secchi disc measurements and the abund-



TABLE 1. Oceanographic data collected during the cruise ~ 

Position 5 rf' Max. depth of 

D I 
Station I Time t II a~eC Atmosp~ecnc pH Salinity Depth visibility of 

ate b I H emil·· temp. . 2/ % . , (f) S b' d ' nUll. er N. E. ' J'S. i!I 1/ _ 00 m. ecc 1 lSC. 
Lati tude Longi tude - (ft.) ~I 

• I 

9-8-1050 1 10°16'00" 81 °02'00'" 0541S 28 ·47 29·16 8·27 33'84 ! 21·25 1210 48 
10-8-1950 2* 13' 08'00' 80' 18'00' 0600 26·67 25·56 8·07 34·76 I 22·66 •• 

do 3'" 13°48'00" 81 °01'00" 10 00 28·33 29·44 8·27 34·04 21·58 > 1300 .. 
do 4* 14°37'00" 81 °50'00'" 1400 28·33 29·72 8·27 34-01 I 21·56 > 1300 
do 5 15' 06'00' 82' 20'00' 1630 28·75 30·00 8·37 33·73 I 21·21 > 1300 62 
do 6* 15°24'00' 82°37'00' 1800 28·33 28·61 8·37 33·93 21 ·50 > 1300 .. 
do 7* IOOll 'O(Y 83°24,00" 2200 28·05 28·89 8·17 33 ·94 I 21·60 > ] 300 

11-8-1950 8 18°01 '00 ' 83°16'30' 0700 28·47 30·00 8,38 31·29 19·15 > 1300 54 
do 9 18°37'30' 85' 06'00' 1000 28·61 30·56 8·28 30·41 18·.. 1233 48 :;o:t 
do 10 18°57'00' 86°22'00" 13 00 28·61 29·72 8·28 29·85 18·03 1233 60 > 
do II 18°25'00' S6°46'OO" 1600 28·75 30·27 8·28 31 ·19 19 · 32 790 49 @ 
do 12 19°53'30' 87°12'30" 1900 28·75 28·33 7·78 30·41 19·73 493 .. c:: 
do 13 20'25'20' 87°38'30' 2200 28.75 28·61 8·18 30·01 18·43 47 .. 

12-8-1950 14 20°55'00' 88°02'00" 01 35 29·02 28·33 8·38 31 ·29 19·30 30 .. ';;J 
22-8-1950 15 20°54'00' 88' 00'01" 07 II 29·58 29·16 8 ·38 28·93 17 ·35 26 14 > 

do 16 20' 27'00' 87°33'00' 1000 29·58 30·56 8 ·38 29·76 17·g7 38 36 '" 
do 17 19°47'30' 86°52'00' 1.00 30·27 31·11 8·38 30'80 18· 51 483 36 i; 
do 18 19°08'00" 86°03'30" 18 00 30·14 30·84 8·38 31·44 19·03 1182 .. 
do 19 18°27'30' 85'22'00' 2200 30·14 28·89 8·18 31·39 19 ·00 1180 .. 

23-8-1950 20 16°44'00' 83°41 '00' 07 00 29·86 28·33 8·37 33 · 27 20·49 > 1300 33 
do 21 16°15'00' 83°12'00' 10 30 29·58 29·16 8 ·37 33·61 20·85 > 1300 78 
do 22 15°4500" 82"53'00" 1400 30·69 30 ·00 8·37 33·64 20·49 1185 78 
do 23 15°13'00' 82°19'00" 1800 30·27 28·89 8·37 33·04 20·19 1182 .. 
do 24 14'39'00" 81°46'00" 2200 29·72 29·05 8·37 33·\5 20·40 > 1300 

28-8-\950 25 1l "49'30' 80°27'00' 1720 28·75 27·78 8·27 34·37 21·70 > 1300 .1 
do 26 II °42'00' 80°22'00" 18 30 28·61 28·89 8·27 33·93 21·41 > 1300 .. 

29-8-1950 27 09"52'00" 79"55'00" 06 30 28·47 28·67 8·37 35·10 22·41 7 .. 

• Stations marked with an asterisk indicate those at which water ~amples alone were collected. 
~I Readings were recorded in degrees Fahrenheit and have been converted to the Centigrade scale subsequently. 
2/ Corrected for the salt error of the indicator, 
81 Average of depths at which the disc disappears and at which it appears, 
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ance of phytoplankton. In all cases in which plant pigments exceeded 
40,000 Harvey units per In' the Secch i disc depth was found to be reduced 
to 8 meters or less. 

In order to get an idea of the penetration of light in the Bay of Bengal 
limits of visibiiity tests were conducted with the aid of the Secchi disc. It 
will be noticed from Table I that the depth varies from 33 to 78 feet except 
at station 15. This station, as will be seen from Fig. I is located very close 
to the mouths of the Ganges and due to the influx of large quantities ~f mud
laiden water from the river, the transparency of water was reduced. Conse
quently the Secchi disc reading was only 14 feet. · Owing to lack of faciliti es 
it was not possible to make plankton collections at any of these stations and 
hence the orga ni c production in the euphotic zone could not be estimated . 
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